In the paper 1 we describe the geometrie properties of the space of continuous functions with values in the space of operators acting on a Hilbert space. In particular we sbow tbat
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¿(it)
for sil it e Q\ {q~; strongly exposed (q E s-expQ) if it is exposed and if ¿(it,,) -4 ¿(q) for it,, e Q then ¡¡ it,, -q ¡-4 0; and denuing (q e dentQ) if q~éñffv(Q\{q±eB(E)}) for alí e > 0. Point out that s-expQ CE dentQ CE s-extQ CE extQ and s-expQ CE expQ CE extQ.
Moreover, ir Q is compact then dení Q = s-ext Q = ext Q and s-exp Q = exp Q. Note that ¡f q E ext Q is a point of continuity for Q(it,, -4 q weakly ,x,, E Q, implies it,, -~q in ixoriit) then qe dentQ( [10] 
Therefore j¡ y,, -ir,, ¡j< e.Q
Praof. At first consider llie case dim FI = oc. 
Fix f E extB(C(Rl,/2(H))). Obviously dim IsDom 1(k)
Proof. It' dimji < oc and cardRl < oc then C(Rl,C(H)) is finite dimensional, so B(C(Rl, /2(FI))) is compact. Hence exposed and strongly exposed are coincide. lix view of Theorem 2 and 3 lix [6f we get expB(C(K,/2(H))) = ext B(C(K, ((FI))), which finish the proot'. u Q lix [3] it is shown that the unit balí of/2(H) is stable it' dimH < oc.
Is B(/2(FI))( and B(K(FI))) stable for infinite dimensional II?
